2021 Generation Thrusters
A new generation of more efficient, safer and low-maintenance thrusters
Since its beginnings in the
1990s, Mariscope has designed
its motors always having in mind
quality and efficiency under
intensive use, reliability under
extreme conditions and low
environmental impact.
Over time, the company has
been updating its thrusters and
developing
state-of-the-art
technology for them. This
generation
maintains
the
attributes
of
robustness,
modularity and reliability of its
predecessors,
while
incorporating
the
latest
technology available in highperformance
thrusters
for
intensive use.
Brushless technology provides
higher efficiency and torque-tomotor speed ratio, greater
dynamic response and longer
life with less maintenance.
They are manufactured with
robust
naval
aluminum
housings and do not use
contaminating coolants.

This generation of thrusters
eliminates the propeller shafts
with their seals and incorporates
a magnetic coupling system,
turning the motor housing into a
totally watertight compartment
and eliminating the risk of water
ingress due to seal breakage or
wear.
Each thruster has a KFU that
cuts power to the motor in the
event of overloads or blockages,
protecting the ROV and motor
from further damage.
Its higher power-to-size ratio is
reflected in greater efficiency,
maneuverability and better
performance in all conditions.

These motors have the lifetime
warranty that Mariscope offers
with its products.
It is the only manufacturer in the
world to offer this warranty on its
systems, with no limit on working
hours.

2021 Generation Thrusters

Thanks to its brushless technology and magnetic couplings, the maintenance cost of this new
generation of thrusters decreases significantly even under the toughest conditions of use,
increasing its working life.
Its greater power translates into greater maneuverability and the vehicle's capacity to overcome
adverse and extreme situations, such as high current conditions.

Thruster power according to model (W)
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